Connection - Education - Conservation - Exploration

Abaco, Bahamas

CONNECTION Students from around the world
connect with one another in new environments.
Hometown realities are challenged with collective
thoughts from different backgrounds. Language
barriers are torn down through shared passions.
Strangers turn into friends who turn into family.

EDUCATION Outdoor education in a hands on setting.
Students learn from guides, instructors, local of cials,
conservationist, and one another. Students are educated on
behalf of human relationships, conservation initiatives,
leadership, outdoor recreation, and of course - y shing.

CONSERVATION We protect what we love and we love to y
sh. Through programs, students have a chance to dig in to
new environments, the issues they are facing, and ways to take
action. We team up with local organizations in each location to
participate and learn more about their ongoing conservation
initiatives.

EXPLORATION Fly shing serves as our lens for
exploration. It challenges us to experience new
environments and become curious about the world around
us. In addition to y shing, students have a chance to enjoy
other forms of adventure tourism pertaining to the area. We
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explore the world around us as well as within.
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Fish for Change is a nonpro t organization that
offers international y shing programs. Our
mission is to use y- shing as a platform to make
the world a better place by uniting a diverse group
of students in wild sheries where they engage in a
variety of initiatives that promote Connection,
Education, Conservation, and Exploration

Itinerary

2022 Program Dates:
June 11 - 18

Saturday

Monday

Travel Day

Guided y shing

Arrive at lodging by 3pm

Mangrove restoration

Unpack, settle in, Welcome Dinner

Evening Re ections

Sunday

Tuesday

Introduction to saltwater y shing

DIY y shing

Guided y shing and applying new skills

Hand lining snapper for dinner

Fly tying clinic

Homestay with local family

Evening Re ections

Wednesday

Thursday

Day in the life in Abaco

Guided y shing

Project with Austin Serving Abaco

Blue Hole Snorkeling

DIY sunset y shing

Evening Re ection

Evening re ection

Friday

Saturday

Guided y shing

Departure

Evening Re ections

Tuition: $3,600
(all inclusive except for ight, gear, trip insurance and tips)
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Average group size: 8 students/ 2 staff

Location
Abaco is the second largest land mass in The Bahamas at 130 miles long. Throughout
the course of this trip, students will have an opportunity to experience the island and it's
beauty from end to end.

Accommodation
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We will be staying at Trip Leader Jake Wood's home in Treasure Cay. It has plenty of
space to accommodate everyone, shing in the backyard, and creates a camp like
setting. There will be two students per room. A chef will be joining us to cook for the
group. We have a 14 person shuttle for transportation around the island during
afternoon activities.

The shery and how to prepare

Target Species: Bone sh, Permit, Tarpon
Flies: Check out Guide Flies Delphi Club Box www.guide ies.com
Boat: Skiffs that comfortably sh 2 anglers, wade shing will be taking place as well
Guides: Private guides will meet up with us each day to explore their backyards in
search of bone sh.
Weather: Tropical Climate. Sunny and humid
Cast: An accurate and ef cient 40 foot cast is recommended.
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Preparing for your trip:
This environment is open to all levels of anglers from all different backgrounds. We
have one instructor for every two students for hands on attention. Throughout the
course of the week we will cover gear, knots, ies, casting, etc. The best way to
prepare for your trip is cast, cast, cast. Find an instructor in your area, get out on the
water as often as you can, or set up targets in your backyard. Being con dent in
your cast will add a lot of value to your days pursuing saltwater slam species.
https://www.delphi-bahamas.com/ shing

Travel Information
Group meet up airport: Miami International Airport. F4C chaperone will greet
students here and assist in transfer onto Bahamas ight.
Saturday Arrival:
Please book rst ight landing at Miami airport at least three hours before this leg of
the journey in order to be safe.
Connecting group ight:
Miami to Marsh Harbour, Bahamas
American Airlines 12:05 - 1:10pm
Shuttle will be arranged in Abaco to bring group back to house
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Saturday Departure:
Shuttle will drop students off at airport on Abaco
Marsh Harbour, Bahamas to Miami
American Airlines 2:50 - 3: 55pm
Please book a ight out of Miami with at least three hours of space after this ight

Packing List:

Fishing Gear

Personal Gear

Rods:

4 long sleeve ats shirts (quick dry, sun

Bone sh: 8/9 wt rod, 9ft

protection with a hood is recommended)

Permit: 9/10 wt rods, 9ft
Reels: Saltwater reel holding 200 yards of 20pound backing

4 quick dry ats pants
2 shirts
2 shorts
Light Sweater / Fleece

Lines: Saltwater oating line

Pajamas

Leaders:
9 to 12 foot tapered leader

1 lightweight rain jacket

12, 16, and 20lb uoro
Flies: Guide Flies Delphi Club box
www.guide ies.com / Poppers & steel tracers
for other species
Other: Flats boots or closed toe sandals for
wading ats, pliers, clippers, sun gloves, dry
bag, boat socks (to prevent burnt feet)
If you are missing items of gear, please notify
our team.

1 bathing suit
Buffs (sun protectors for your face)
Toiletries
Bug Spray
Sunscreen
Antihistamines & after - bite cream
Camera
Headlamp
Sunglasses
Hat
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Sandals, hiking shoes, wading boots

General Considerations
Currency:
US money is accepted everywhere. Once arriving you will not have the opportunity to withdraw
money. Please do so in advanced.
Gratuities:
All tipping is entirely discretionary and no automatic service charges are applied. For guidance, it is
usual to pay $50 per angler per guided day @ $150 total. Cleaning and cookings tips @ $100.
Time Zone:
Eastern Standard Time Zone
Laundry:
Laundry is available to do on your own at the house.
Communication:
Communication: Student Programs are a phone free zone. Students will have access to their phone
for photos throughout the course of the week, but no access to WiFi. Reach out
to info@ shforchange.org or 1(800) 970 - 8407. Family and friends can also follow along on the daily
instagram stories @ shforchange and blog https://www. shforchange.org/ blog to keep up on
students adventures.
Water Bottle:
Bring a reusable water bottle that we can re ll with puri ed drinking water.
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Emergency Contact Info
Emergencies: info@ shforchange.org or 1(800) 970 - 8407
Fish for Change strongly recommends that you enroll with Global Rescue prior to embarking on your
trip.

Bahamas Student Testimonials
“This week has been the most in uential and positive week of my entire
life. I have gained so much knowledge about y shing, life, and the world
that surrounds me. From learning how to make an ideal cast against the
wind, to broadening my horizon about the hardships many people face in
this country. Along with these skills, we learned about the four main pillars
that have shaped sh for change, education, conservation, exploration,
and connection. For me, the pillar of connection has truly stood out to
me. In one week, I have never made so many strong connections with so
many people in my life.” Joe Evans, 15 years old, California
“He put his body on the line to save the sh from breaking off. I wish I
was able to lm this... everything was happening in slow motion. Blake
stripped slowly and then set the line tight, the sh started sprinting
towards the volcanic rock. Knox was going insane, high legging it through
the ats to catch up to the sh and then he ATE it. It was like a scene
from a movie. IT WAS SICK IS ALL I CAN SAY!
Seeing Blake catch the sh wasn’t even the coolest part, the best part was
the reaction from everyone. The energy was contagious. Screaming and
hollering all around. Tingles running down my spine. This is what I live
for. OVERALL TODAY WAS OUTRAGEOUS.” Peter Buell, 18 years
old, Texas
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“Sure, this trip made me a better sherman, teacher, and student.
However, most importantly it taught me an invaluable lesson: to make the
most of my opportunities.” Eric Schuher, 19 years old, Virginia

